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Abstract: Many Security Model so far has been proposed
for Cloud Computing environment. All of them suffer from
one or other problem in the security areas such as scalability,
flexibility and fine-grained access control.
The Hierarchy Attribute Set Based Encryption (HASBE)
proposal will improve the scalability, flexibility and finegrand access control in cloud computing. The HASBE
scheme will support compound attributes due to flexible
attributes set combinations, but also achieves efficient user
revocation because of multiple assignments of attributes. This
scheme will provide high security of CP-ABE technique. The
proposed method will conducted the performance analysis
and evaluation to show high efficiency and advantages
over the existing system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is a new paradigm that builds a
virtualization, parallel and distributed computing,
utility computing and service oriented architecture. Now
days cloud computing is emerged service, that provides
lot of benefits including the cost and capital expenditures,
increased operational efficiencies, scalability and
flexibility so on. Different cloud computing service
providers provide the service oriented services such as
Infrastructure as a service (IaaS), Platform as a service
(PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS). Based on these
services IT industry will get fine state of infrastructure on
the hardware/software and maintenances should be very
easy. They save the cost on the Infrastructure and human
resources.
Although the great benefits brought by cloud
computing paradigm are exciting for IT companies,
academic researchers, and potential cloud users,
security problems in cloud computing become serious
obstacles
which,
without
being
appropriately
addressed, will prevent cloud computing extensive
applications and usage in the future. One of the
prominent security concerns is data security and
privacy in cloud computing is due to its Internetbased data storage and management. The benefits of
cloud computing will get lot of works from those
work we considered a major problem is the security for
the cloud data from users access limits and authorization
service. The major constriction of our work will provide
securable and with specific access control along with
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authentication and maintain the data security. To provide
the data security there several works available, those
works will be majorly on attribute based encryption and
access control solutions. Here we propose the Hierarchy
Attribute Set Based Encryption (HASBE). The HASBE
will prove high scalable, flexible and fine grade in access
control. The hierarchy is in the form of Domains and
Levels at which users are in the network and business
environment.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW & RELATED
WORK
To provide the security and better access control we have
several existing works are available those work will be
major constrain on two process, those are Attribute Based
Encryption (ABE) and Access Control Solutions.
2.1 Attribute Based Encryption:
The Attribute Based Encryption method will propose by
Sahai and Waters [1], a new method fuzzy identification
based encryption. The draw backs of this scheme are lack
of threshold semantics. The ABE scheme cipher texts are
not encrypted to one particular user as traditional public
keys cryptography and user capable to decrypt the
decryption key and cipher text key while matching the
values. The ABE scheme will classified as the Key Policy
Attribute Based Encryption (KP-ABE) and Cipher text
Policy Attribute Based Encryption (CP-ABE).
KP-ABE [2], cipher texts is associated with a set of
attributes and user’s decryption key is associated with a
monotonic tree access structure. Only if the attributes
associated with the cipher texts satisfy the tree access
structure, can the user decrypt the cipher texts.
CP-ABE scheme [3], the roles of cipher texts and
decryption keys are switched, the cipher texts is
encrypted with a tree access policy chosen by an
encryptor, while the corresponding decryption key is
created with respect to a set of attributes. As long as the
set of attributes associated with a decryption key satisfies
the tree access policy associated with a given cipher text,
the key can be used to decrypt the cipher text.
Bobba et al [6] introduces cipher text policy attribute
based encryption to organize the user attributes into a
recursive set structure. The drawback of this approach it
will hold the private key and not able to combine the
attributes sets.
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2.2 Access Control Solutions:
Yu et al [4] proposed access control scheme based on the
KP-ABE, this approach is fine- gradient for the access
control and scalable. In this approach use they specific
symmetric data encryption key (DEK), this DEK will
access generate a public key corresponding the KP- ABE,
the key is generated according to structure of access. The
files to upload the cloud with the encrypted format and
data user will decrypt the file use DEK. The draw backs
of this approach are encryptor will not able to decide who
can decrypt the file.
Wang et al [5] proposed Hierarchical Attributed Based
Encryption (HABE) to achieve the fine-grained access
control in cloud storage by services combining HIBE and
CP-ABE. The problem in this scheme is the same
attribute may be administrated by multiple domain
masters according to specific policies, which is
difficult to implement in practice. Furthermore,
compared with ASBE, this scheme cannot support
compound attributes efficiently and does not support
multiple values assignments.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
Cloud computing, or the cloud, is a colloquial expression
used to describe a variety of different types of computing
concepts that involve a large number of computers
connected through a real-time communication network
(typically the Internet).
Cloud computing is a jargon term without a commonly
accepted unequivocal scientific or technical definition. In
science, cloud computing is a synonym for distributed
computing over a network and means the ability to
run a program on many connected computers at the
same time. The phrase is also, more commonly used to
refer to network-based services which appear to be
provided by real server hardware, which in fact are served
up by virtual hardware, simulated by software running on
one or more real machines. Such virtual servers do not
physically exist and can therefore be moved around and
scaled up (or down) on the fly without affecting the end
user - arguably, rather like a cloud.
Data will upload and stored in a distributed peer server in
the network.
In cloud computing, users have to give up their data to
the cloud service provider for storage and business
operations, while the cloud service provider is usually a
commercial enterprise which cannot be totally trusted.
We will run a Peer as a Server in distributed network to
publish the uploaded data information from Client
machine.
Data owners encrypt their data files using his own public
key and store them in the Peer server for sharing with
data consumers.
To access the shared data files, data consumers download
encrypted data files of their interest from the cloud peer
and then decrypt them.
Data consumer search for the published data based on
query over the network to find the DNS Service Providing
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Peers to match the query and downloading location
address.
Domain represents an enterprise business. Each are
business are classified based on their operation system
like Manufacturing, Marketing, Sales, Finance etc.
3.1 Creation of Domain:
Authorized Domains are created for Authorized users
with certification RSA techniques.
3.2 Creation of Users:
Authorized users are created by allotting them Domains
and Levels.
3.3 Publish Data on Cloud:
Authorized users can publish data on Cloud and View
Published data on Cloud Server. The Data to be published
on the Cloud is encrypted using DES Encryption and then
send on the Cloud Server for storage.
3.4 An Admin User:
An Admin User is created to manage the users on the
Cloud. The Admin User can append the levels and
Revoke the user access level.
3.5 The Cloud Server:
The Cloud Server receives the encrypted file from the
Data sender and can also send the data back to user on his
download request. The encrypted files are received in a
section called Cloud Data publish. On the Cloud Server.
3.6 The Hadoop Database Server:
On the Cloud Server we can store the file on the Hadoop
Data Server. Hadoop is Future of the Database System
and is looked upon as a Big data Server for growing
needs of data storage.
3.7 Miscellaneous:
The following Directories are created for use:
DATA_SAMPLE: This directory store data to be
uploaded.
TEMPDOWN: This directory where encryption and
decryption method picks the data for encryption and
decryption.
DOWNLOAD_FILES: This is the directory where User
data files are downloaded.
USERKEYDB: This directory stores key and certificates
for User and Domain.

4. ANALYSIS FOR ENCRYPTION AND
DECRYPTION

Screenshot 1: Form for selecting file to publish on Cloud
Server for User1.
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The Screenshot no 1 shows the Data published by Users.
The Tomcat 6 Server is used to host the client
Application Hierarchical Attribute Set Based Encryption
Solution (HASBE). Here we created three Users User1,
User2 and User3, with intention that the User1 will have
highest Domain number and highest Level number while
User3 will have Lowest Domain number and Level
number. It means that User1 have three Domains (e.g.
D1, D2, and D3) and each Domain should have three
levels (L1, L2, L3) that are considered during encryption.
This is shown in Screenshot no 2, below. User2 will have
two Domains and each Domain will have three levels
each. Similarly User3 will have one Domain and three
levels for the Domain respectively.

The Hadoop Clusters run Apache Hadoop 1.2.1 stable
version and java 1.7.x successfully. We have written a
script which automatically transfers the data to Hadoop
and can retrieve back the data from HDFS to Cloud
publish directory.
The data consumer can download the data from the
Server as shown in the Screenshot no 3 into the client
side directory named as Download files for using the files
that requested from Cloud Server.
Now coming back to our main topic that is Network
Security given to Data senders/users and consumers, the
experimental analysis has shown time variation for
encryption with respect to User1, User2, User3 and
Decryption time for Data consumers User1, User2, User3.
This experiment is done for three different kinds of files
such as Word Documents, Image files and Acrobat PDF
files.
It has been observed that the encryption time for User1 is
highest and lowest for User3 for all files such as
Documents, Image files and PDF files respectively. The
Graph no shows the encryption time for Document files,
The Graph no shows the encryption time for Image files
and Graph no shows the encryption time for PDF files.

Screenshot 2: User1 allotted three Domains and each
Domain has three levels.
The Encrypted Data is send to the Cloud Server which
runs on Ubuntu 12.04 LTS as shown in the Screenshot no
3. The Cloud Server accepts the data in Encrypted form
and stores in the directory called Cloud Publish. The
cloud publish directory can be used by Hadoop for further
storing the data in HDFS file format on the Hadoop
Clusters. The clusters are part of Big Data storage.

Graph 1: Encryption Time Required by Users at different
Levels for Doc1.doc

Screenshot 3: Cloud Server working on Ubuntu 12.04
LTS.
Graph 2: Encryption Time required by users at different
Levels for Img1.jpg file.
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5. APPLICATION
The important application of the project HASBE is
implementation of Security System in Cloud Computing.
This is separate Application running as server for cipher
text policy Attribute Set Based Encryption (CP-ASBE).

Graph 3: Encryption Time required by users at different
Levels for Paper1.pdf file.
The second observation done is that the decryption time
for User1 is highest and for User3 for all type of files.
(E.g. Document, Image and PDF files). This observation
can be done from the following graphs for decryption
time.

1. This application can be used to store large Database
files in Big data.
2. They can useful for Isolation of security from
Databases.
3. They can be used as Fined grained Access for
Sensitive Database files such Military, Medicinal,
banking Systems databases etc.
4. This System provides scalable and flexible access
control for various Domains.
5. Most Cloud Computing Environment can use this
Network Security Model.
6. It is applicable in Software as a Platform.
7. It is applicable in Infrastructure as a Service.
8. It can be used for Platform as a Service.

6. CONCLUSION

Graph 4: Decryption time for users for Doc1.doc file.

Graph 5: Decryption time for users for Img1.jpg file.

This Project is developed on the principle of Cipher text
policy Attribute Set Based Encryption (CP-ABE). The
code is Hierarchical Attribute Set Based Encryption
Technique which is nothing but improvement in the
Hierarchical Attribute Based Encryption technique.
Attribute Encryption Technique cannot decide as who can
access the data since the attributes attached with the Key
for decryption as in its technique call Key Policy Attribute
Based Encryption (KP-ABE). This is reason why we
selected CP-ABE of ABE and Added Set Based
encryption. In form of Domain we added Hierarchy to the
system.
The result of the analysis of encryption and decryption
time for User1, user2, User3 as shown that as the number
of Levels for the user increases the encryption time and
decryption time for the files increases and as the number
of level are less the encryption and decryption time for
user is decreasing.
Suggestion:
 The Users should not be populated with unnecessary
Domains access and Users levels which increases
there time of encryption and time for decryption.
 The selection of Domain and Levels should be done
based on requirement of Access level for respective
user and depending on the hierarchical structure of
the Organization.
 Try to keep the Number of Domain Access less.
 Give specified level access to users in respective
Domains.

7. FUTURE SCOPE
Graph 6: Decryption time for users for Paper1.pdf file.
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As we discussed in the conclusion this Project is
developed on the principle of Cipher text policy Attribute
Set Based Encryption (CP-ABE). The code is
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Hierarchical Attribute Set Based Encryption Technique
which is nothing but improvement in the Hierarchical
Attribute Based Encryption technique. Attribute
Encryption Technique cannot decide as who can access
the data since the attributes attached with the Key for
decryption as in its technique call Key Policy Attribute
Based Encryption (KP-ABE). This is reason why we
selected CP-ABE of ABE and Added Set Based
encryption. In form of Domain we added Hierarchy to the
system.
We have shown in our project how we can create a
mixture of Level hierarchy for the user for different
domains. The Future Scope for project one can create
Domain Hierarchy by creating Sub-domains for the users.
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